Your

packaging
tailor made
record time
-

in

We make everything fit

easy
As

as child’s play

*Making everything fit can actually
be fun...
for our engineers, it’s child’s play.
No matter the number of pieces,
with ingenuity anything is possible.

YOUR PACKAGING, A UNIQUE CONCEPT
Show us all the pieces to pack and tell us what you need.
We will do a full conceptual study of your packaging:

• We shape the perfect packaging for your product
or set of products in just 12 weeks.
• You just worry about bringing us a sample, telling us what you need,
choosing the finishes and giving us the go-ahead.
• We are the most efficient because we optimize all design
and manufacturing processes.

POINT OF SALE
MARKETING
We study the shapes, colours, sizes,
etc. associated with your image.
Your product does not go unnoticed
on display.
Guaranteed!

BRANDING
FOREVER
We study the shapes, colours, sizes,
etc. associated with your image.
Customize your case! With a
durable, quality packaging, your
brand lives on in the mind of the
customer throughout the entire life
of the product …
and beyond.

COST
OPTIMIZATION
We analyze the costs the
packaging adds to the product,
and associated shipping or
storage costs, and seek the most
efficient solution.
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*The time it takes you to
complete this picture is enough
to mould your first prototype.
Sounds like science fiction but at
Plasbox it’s the real world.
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SCANNING AND DESIGN
Your packaging, 100% tailor-made with the world’s most
advanced modelling technology.

Your packaging 100% tailor-made in record time.

We scan your product with a 3-D

To work with maximum efficiency

laser scanner, convert it into a

and to save time, we design

triangulated mesh, then into surfaces

interiors and exteriors at the same

and give it the colours and textures

time.

so it is identical to yours.
In just two weeks we present you
Maximum precision for a perfect
product-case fit.

with the first proposal.

measure
Make it to

create, be inspired, draw and dream…

*Indulge your creative side.
Wherever your imagination takes
you, Plasbox will provide you with
an engineering solution.

WE CREATE YOUR 100% CUSTOM PROTOTYPE
The possibilities in shapes and finishes are endless.
CUSTOMIZE
INTERIOR

CUSTOMIZE
EXTERIOR

In addition to the polymer finish, luxury finishes in
foam, plastic, wood, cork or velvet. A variety of
hinges, click latches and inserts.
You choose.

Giant or compact sizes. Straight, curved or unusual
shapes. Air spaces, tight seals. Everything is possible
with Plasbox asymmetric blow-extrusion technology.

Within a week, we complete the design according
to your suggestions and we present you with final
layouts of the interior and exterior.

Customize exteriors and interiors
with countless finishes.

In addition, we provide you with a photo presentation of the whole thing: packaging, product, accessories, documentation.

We generate surfaces, textures, colours, logos, labels,
decoration and finishes to suit your requirements.
The possibilities are endless!

so cost

simple, surprising and EEE.

*If only everything in life were so simple.
If you can imagine it, we can create it.
Ready to wrap your product in branding?

THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE MOULDS
Economical moulds, ecological result.

Surprisingly more economical than injection moulds.

ECONOMICAL
Our moulds are much more
economical than injection moulds,
and pay for themselves even in
small series. Forget long payback
periods.
Your case, 100% tailor-made and
customized from 5,000 units/year.

ECOLOGICAL
Furthermore, asymmetric blowextrusion allows for working with
100% recyclable polymers.
Show off your green packaging!

MADE IN EU
Our technical department designs
the interior and exterior moulds,
which are always manufactured in
the European Union following EEC
standards.
No more copies of our products in
faraway lands.

time
In record

*A fold here, another there...
and we’re up and away...
Where do you wish us to take it?

PRODUCTION AND SUPPLY
WORLDWIDE
Your packaging tailor-made,
ready to deliver

Your packaging tailor-made in record time.

We manufacture the first samples for your final approval.
We produce your packaging in series under EEC quality
assurance criteria.
We put forward the best logistics solution for supply.

*We make everything fit
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